REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION TO FINAL EXAMINATION IN MEDICAL BIOPHYSICS FOR STUDENTS OF GENERAL MEDICINE IN ACADEMIC YEAR 2018-2019

For students to be admitted to the final examination in medical biophysics it is required:

1. completed practical course in medical biophysics, i.e., attendance at all practical lessons finished with accepted reports (protocols) on the measurement
2. the score at least 60 % of maximal number of points, the student can get from all tests and reports during the term

A. ITEMS, AT WHICH ONE CAN GAIN POINTS DURING THE TERM:

   a) small test at practical exercise
   b) attendance at practical lesson and accepted correct report (protocol) on measurement
   c) midterm test concerning lectured topics

The maximum summation of all above during the term gives the maximal number of points (100%), which will be used as the base for the calculation of an individual score. There is a possibility to get some points during a lesson for the extraordinary individual activity.

   If there is a serious reason, according the study rules, student can excuse missing practical exercise within three weeks at most during the semester. Non-participation shall be properly excused with the teacher. The missed practical exercise shall be substituted by written report on the missed topic in the range at least three pages of A4 size.

   The score less than 60 % must be compensated by successful retake test at the end of practical course. The mark from practical exercises is evaluated according the dean´s methodological guideline annex No. 1/2016.

B. FINAL EXAM EVALUATION:

   Two items contribute to the final exam evaluation. Their particular contribution to the final mark is as follows:

   1. the score during the permanent study check - 20%
   2. the final exam in the written form - at most 80%.

To complete the study subject successfully none of above 2 items can be classified as Fx (fail). The knowledge evaluation is expression of percentual level (20%+80%) according the dean´s methodological guideline annex No. 1/2016.
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